Dear Mrs T.... and Mr M....

Last year, giving an oral presentation to the class was a nightmare for A........ On the day that it was her turn to speak in front of the class, she gave us every excuse not to go to school.

This year the entire concept has reversed. It is about a week or so in which A.... is working on the Eiffel Tower project and she is so excited that her presentation is on Tuesday. In fact she refused to take any notes and she said that she would like to talk about the project in class in front of everyone.

This is a huge improvement in her confidence to stand and speak in front of people and every educational theory directs me to a good schooling, great teaching and more importantly an influential classroom atmosphere in which A..... is in.

Thank you to both of you for your influence in her educational journey. F.... and I are grateful for your support and we wish you all the best for the upcoming two weeks break.

Kind Regards
Mr H J
BSc Grad Dip Ed MEd
Department of Physics & Mathematics
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